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Having your own airport with lots of airplanes sounds like a dream. Endless flights and sky adventures. Fly planes, complete
different missions or just enjoy free flight and become a true plane pilot!

Test pilot skills
Missions: fly through air circles

Fly 6 plane models
Choose a desired model with unique characteristics in the hangar
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Airplane Sky Voyage special features:

Huge hangar with lots of planes at your disposal;

Chance to become a professional airplane pilot;

Endless skies for adventures and exploration.

Get in a plane and go to a breathtaking sky voyage!
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airplane sky voyage gameplay. airplane sky voyage. airplane sky voyage steam

I played 30 minutes and that was enough. while the flying physics in the free flight mode are enjoyable, the levels are a total
mess. the first level is easy enough, but the second level is horrible. you need to fly through the rings but you have a limited
amount of feul. the first plane doesnt ave enough feul, so i grinded the first level a lot to buy the second plane, that moved to
fast to control! i personally dont recommend it unless you really really like free flight and exploration. to be fair, the animation
and visuals are pretty good. (also the speed meter is really dumb. 300 kilometers per hour is 100 ingame metres per second).. It
is to simple. Feels and looks like a smartphone game at best. Shame :(

Some gameplay: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=o2Z0crUhDyU
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Meet our new game!:
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Recursive Dragon is out! It's a сolorful exploration game, where you
have to make a round-the-world trip and study all the four sectors of the planet: Sector of Spring, Sector of Summer, Sector of
Autumn and Sector of Winter. Check it out and let us know what you think!

Playloft Team

https://store.steampowered.com/app/875250/. 75% OFF Airplane Sky Voyage:
Winter Sale deals now live: get 75% off discount on Airplane Sky Voyage!. Airplane Sky Voyage: coming soon!:

Greetings!

Become a pilot experienced enough to deal with any plane at the airport with our new game Airplane Sky voyage. This plane
simulator will soon be available on Steam. Control different plane models, complete tricky missions or enjoy the free flight.
Master piloting skills and conquer the skies!

Please subscribe and follow the news. We look forward to your feedback!

Playloft Team. Airplane Sky Voyage Is Out Now!:
We're proud to announce that Airplane Sky Voyage is now available on Steam for Windows PC and Mac!

Pilot your plane and conquer skies. Try every plane model with different characteristics, complete tricky missions. Master
piloting skills and do amazing tricks at high altitude. Open spaces are waiting for exploration and flights!

We are looking forward to your feedback in comments!. Try our new game - Magic Chess!:
We're proud to announce that Magic Chess is now available on Steam for Windows PC and Mac!

Welcome the Magic World. Become a commander of wizards and magical creatures. Compete with your rival in logic skills,
find solutions for difficult situations. Master tactics and strategy to lead your army to victory!

We'll be glad to see your feedback in comments!

Playloft Team

https://store.steampowered.com/app/876860/Magic_Chess/?beta=0
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